The following companies offer a range of products and services providing security to the critical infrastructure market. For complete listings and details, visit www.securitymanagementbuyersguide.com

Aimetis Corp.
(519)746-8888
www.aimetis.com

Aimetis Symphony® is award-winning intelligent video surveillance software that offers a single, innovative, open IP video platform for video management, video analytics, system integration and alarm management. Aimetis Corp. is a software company offering integrated intelligent video management solutions for security surveillance and business intelligence applications. The company is a global leader in intelligent video technology and is propelling the adoption of video analytics.

All Traffic Solutions
(814)237-9005
www.alltrafficsolutions.com

We are the only manufacturer in the industry to offer 100% integrated cloud-based technology into our entire line of traffic calming signs and solutions that allow users to remotely manage their equipment from anywhere there is an internet connection. No more extra trips to the signs to change settings and messages, check batteries or download data.

Allied Barton Security Services
(866)825.5433
www.alliedbarton.com

Allied Barton Security Services is the industry’s premier provider of highly trained security personnel. Our more than 55,000 employees and 120 offices across the country service a client base of several thousand. Allied Barton is the most honored security officer services company, and responsive local teams are supported by national resources.

Altronix Corporation
(718)567-8181
www.altronix.com


American Dynamics
(978) 577-4000
www.americandynamics.net

American Dynamics develops some of the world’s most needed video technologies. Technologies that help retailers thwart organized crime to protect their bottom line, and universities provide peace of mind to parents of incoming students. Technologies that help our governments secure ports and borders, and hospitals ensure the safety and privacy of their patients. Technologies that move beyond security to become essential business-enabling tools.

American Science & Engineering
(978)262-8700
www.as-e.com

American Science and Engineering, Inc. (AS&E) is the trusted global provider of threat and contraband detection solutions for ports, borders, military, critical infrastructure, law enforcement, and aviation. With over 50 years of experience, AS&E offers proven X-ray inspection systems to combat terrorism, drug smuggling, illegal immigration and trade fraud. Using a combination of technologies, AS&E systems are designed in a variety of configurations for cargo and vehicle inspection, parcel inspection, and personnel screening.

ASSA ABLOY Americas
(203)624-5225
www.assaabloy.com

ASSA ABLOY Door Security Solutions provides end-users with unsurpassed security, life-safety and aesthetic solutions as well as essential support services to ensure well-functioning doorway systems.

Aventura Technologies
(631)300-4000
www.avenuracvtv.com

Headquartered in New York, Aventura Technologies, Inc. has developed a reputation for being an innovative designer, developer and manufacturer of advanced enterprise digital video surveillance hardware and software products and peripheral solutions for govern-
**U.S. AIRFORCE PROTECTS FLIGHTLINES**

**A RULE-BASED SYSTEM IS IMPLEMENTED**

**Client: U.S. Air Force**

**Situation:** The U.S. Air Force needed a reliable perimeter security solution to protect their flight lines and ground-based defense security operations.

They sought to implement a rule-based system that would let them define the characteristics and movement of a possible intruder and program the details into a video motion detection system. However, they also needed to minimize the high number of false alarms common to that type of system.

They hoped to be able to utilize existing ground-based radar detection sensors in conjunction with a video detection system to maximize intruder detection and minimize false alarms.

Honeywell’s mission was to provide a cost-effective way for the U.S. Air Force to accomplish this goal.

**Results:** Honeywell employed the extensive integration and rule-based logic capabilities of the Vindicator® V5 Intrusion Detection System (IDS), coupled with the map-based, graphical user interface of Vindicator Command and Control (VCC), to provide the U.S. Air Force with the solution they needed.

We integrated their existing ground-based radar sensors into the V5 IDS via an XML interface to extract geospatial data.

Vindicator’s V5 IDS then correlated that information with the data being sent by the video motion detection system and formulated rules to filter out false alarm conditions.

Once the data was filtered and true intrusions indentified, the V5 IDS sent the alarm information to VCC, providing audible annunciation and map-based display of alarm conditions to the system operator.

By using rule-based logic to combine the characteristics of both video motion detection and ground-based radar detection, Vindicator successfully demonstrated that Honeywell’s Vindicator V5 IDS solution can identify intruders with a very high probability of detection and very low rate of false alarms.

Although this specific integration effort was installed for the U.S. Air Force, several other Department of Defense entities have proposed Vindicator solutions because of these unique interfaces.

**Honeywell Solutions:**
- Vindicator® V5 Intrusion Detection System (IDS) and Vindicator Command and Control (VCC)
- Ground-based Radar Integrated with Third Party Video Motion Detection

Honeywell is committed to protecting government installations as well as industrial and commercial sites — and that commitment demands that we arm ourselves with an intimate knowledge of the risks and challenges faced by those customers.

Our knowledge and our extensive experience provide you with the best tools available to help secure your facility with the solution that best suits your needs.

Brian Holmes
Sales Manager for U.S. Air Force East Region

Honeywell Security
(800)323-4576
www.honeywellvindicator.com
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AVIGILON
(604)4629-5182
www.avigilon.com

AVIGILON designs and manufactures high-definition surveillance solutions that deliver the best evidence. Our award-winning Avigilon Control Center (ACC) software with High-Definition Stream Management® (HDSM) technology delivers the best image detail in the industry, leading to faster response times, reduced investigation times, and superior overall protection.

Axis Communications
(978)3414-2000
www.axis.com

As the market leader in network video, Axis is leading the way to a smarter, safer, more secure world – driving the shift from analog to digital video surveillance. Offering network video solutions for professional installations, Axis’ products and solutions are based on an innovative, open technology platform.

Boon Edam Inc.
(800)334-5552
www.boonedam.us

Boon Edam is proud of its claim to be the ‘One Stop Shop’ for security entrance solutions that meet your needs for efficient throughput, enhanced security and aesthetic design—all around the globe. No other company has the same longstanding experience as a full service provider of security revolving doors and portals, and security turnstiles.

Bosch Security Systems, Inc.
(952)736-4143
www.telex.com/us/dispatch/line

Bosch Security Systems offers a broad portfolio of products and systems for communications, video surveillance, security, and life safety. Bosch works with a network of dealers to design dependable systems for video surveillance, access control, intrusion and fire detection, and communications’ including public address and radio dispatch. These systems are trusted by schools and universities, government agencies, retail stores, sports and entertainment facilities, casinos, and many other commercial and industrial organizations.

Celayix Inc.
(888)591-5558
www.celayix.com

Celayix employee scheduling and time & attendance software has been utilized by large and small scale commercial security operations to effectively manage thousands of security officers for over a decade. Celayix is proven to successfully solve common employee scheduling, and time & attendance problems specific to the security sector. Solutions also include telephone and internet based connectivity, billing and payroll modules, customer relationship management, and profitability analytics.

Cognitec Systems
(781)616-0600
www.cognitec.com

Cognitec develops market-leading face recognition technology and applications for enterprise and government customers around the world. In various independent evaluation tests, our FaceVACS software has proven to be the premier technology available on the market. Cognitec’s portfolio includes products for facial database search, video screening and analytics, border control, ICAO compliant photo capturing and facial image quality assessment.

COMMEND, Inc.
(201)529-2425
www.commendusa.com

COMMEND stands for the world’s leading communication and security solutions for the protection of people, buildings and property. The latest-generation Intercom 2.0 technology powers control terminals, modules and intercom stations for speech, image and data transfer in markets ranging from rescue and correctional services to the medical and healthcare industry, as well as traffic facilities, communities and building operators.

CommPort Technologies, Inc.
(732)738-8780
www.comm-port.com

COMM PORT Technologies Inc. is a U.S. based organization that specializes in the Security and Safety Industry. We provide state of the art, technology-based solutions for our clients’ world wide in the areas of Security and Surveillance. Whether you are protecting your workplace from terrorism, loss prevention or sabotage, our integrated Physical Security solutions that ranges from CCTV, intrusion detection, access control, material handling, X-ray systems, to perimeter protection, you can always be rest assured that your assets and premises will be protected. We are steeped in the past performance that uniquely qualifies us to support you & your needs.

DAG Electronics, LLC
(732)981-0050
www.daq.net

DAG Electronics provides cost-effective, scalable solutions for access control, intrusion detection and video management. For mid to entry-level applications, the award-winning EntroWatch® access control system offers PoE/PoE+, native BACnet technology and a Windows’ Live Tile based interface, all in an easy to install, easy to maintain package. For more demanding security scenarios, the military-proven, enterprise-class StarWatch® SMS platform counters today’s newest security threats, facilitating complete situational awareness across all entry points, critical zones and perimeters.

Designed Security, Inc.
(512)321-4426
www.dsigo.com

Since 1982 Designed Security, Inc. has been developing and manufacturing custom and standard peripheral products for access control systems. Known for our custom design capabilities and our strong customer focus, DSI offers a complete line of Turnstiles, Tailgate Detection Systems and Door Management Devices designed to enhance access control in commercial, institutional, educational and government facilities.
Today, both arriving and departing passengers at Indianapolis International Airport (IND) enjoy the added elements of security and convenience that were not afforded to those who were stopping through before its 2008 relocation to new facilities on the opposite end of the city’s airfield.

Five years go, when the Indianapolis Airport Authority (IAA) decided to move Indianapolis International Airport, it found itself in need of updated and reliable security systems to help keep the growing number of travelers connected to the airport’s security authorities. As one of the first new airports to be built since the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001, an improved alternative to the airport’s use of a single phone in a weatherproof box located in the old terminal was a top priority.

“The system at the old terminal was a telephone in a weatherproof box that didn’t always work,” said Airport Operations Center and Emergency Operations Center Manager, Andy Burnett. “Our design team planned for reliability and reputation in planning for this solution.”

Airport officials brought on Talkaphone, the industry’s leading designer and maker of security and life safety communication products, to help get emergency phones installed as an added layer of security throughout the parking garage, the surface parking areas and various locations near gate access points.

“The transportation industry is one of our core markets,” said Talkaphone Chairman Samuel Shanes. “We’ve been involved in several airport installations, including airports in Atlanta, Dallas, and Chicago. Ensuring the security of passengers in the travel sector is something we take very seriously.”

As the eighth largest cargo center in the United States and the home to the second largest FedEx Express operation in the world, the airport has positioned itself as a major hub for economic growth within the community. The airport averages nearly 140 flights per day and serves more than 7 million passengers annually. IND also employs more than 10,000 employees.

Today, Talkaphone’s emergency communication systems are making it possible for travelers who are experiencing an emergency or need immediate assistance to simply pick up the receiver on a Talkaphone surface-mounted call box to be connected to the airport’s 911 services. An additional feature associated with this particular model of call box is the ability to connect passengers with guest services for non-emergency requests like questions about locations and other services. This option gives travelers a convenience feature that was not possible with the older systems.

Airport officials also worked with Talkaphone to create attractive call boxes that would be easily recognizable as emergency phones and visible to passengers.

“This is one more added level of security for our passengers,” said Burnett. “Having these call boxes is another service we are pleased to provide our passengers with as an added sense of security.”

About Talkaphone
Talkaphone is the industry leader in emergency communications, area of refuge, and mass notification systems, providing the best quality, technology, and support. With over 75 years of experience creating communications solutions, Talkaphone designs attractive, robust, reliable products, focuses on continuous technology advancement and pledges a total commitment to customer and partner success.

For more information visit talkaphone.com.

Talkaphone Co.
7530 North Natchez Avenue
Niles, IL 60714
773-539-1100
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Detex Corporation  
(830)629-2900  
www.detex.com  
Detex manufactures exit control hardware, alarms, automatic openers, panic hardware, access control systems, power & logic controllers, electrified hardware, integrated systems, vertical rod devices, magnetic door switches, key vaults and guard verification systems. Detex products can meet all door hardware and security needs.

Diebold, Inc.  
(800)808-6827  
www.dieboldsecurity.com  
As the nation’s oldest and most trusted security partner, Diebold delivers the next generation of security solutions and world-class alarm monitoring. We transform security systems integration with comprehensive, advanced security services tailored for the complex needs of today’s businesses to optimize security, interoperability, efficiency and ROI.

DRS Technologies, Inc.  
(855)230-2372  
www.drs.com  
DRS Technologies delivers cutting-edge thermal infrared technology with patented microbolometer architecture. The company leads in Size, Weight and Power Consumption and is a global provider of affordable, High Volume Sensors, Camera Modules & Camera Systems.

DSX Access Systems, Inc.  
(888)419-8353  
www.dsxinc.com  
Check out the newest DSX product and software developments, as well as, review the latest design and technical information. A listing of our current strategic partners and contact information for DSX regional sales managers is provided. A free WinDSX software demo CD is available upon request by e-mail at sales@dsxinc.com. WinDSX remains the security professional’s first choice for total access control because of DSX’s coveted reputation for Quality, Reliability and Integrity.

FLIR SYSTEMS  
(877)773-3547  
www.flir.com  
FLIR now provides full-spectrum video security solutions for outdoor perimeter intrusion detection and indoor security. With a full range of thermal cameras, analog and high definition IP optical cameras, video analytics, and a variety of DVRs and NVRs, FLIR has the video security solution you need. ONVIF compliant and integrated with dozens of VMS and video analytics providers, FLIR cameras can fit into existing security architectures while keeping pace with future technological developments.

Fortem  
(514)849-6068  
www.fortem.com  
Fortem’s flagship product, Omnipresence 3D, provides the most advanced immersive 3D physical security information management system (3D-PSIM) for deployment in scenarios with complex or mission-critical security requirements. With its unique and customizable interface, Omnipresence 3D provides a common monitoring and alarm platform for multiple security and safety systems. Enterprise-wide efficiencies are achieved across multiple systems, including CCTV, fire, access control and other.

Future Fibre Technologies  
(650)903-2222  
www.fftsecurity.com  
Future Fibre Technologies is the global leader in laser-based fiber optic security sensing technologies featuring intrusion detection systems and target tracking for perimeter security, pipeline protection, and data communications network security. FFT’s solutions include fence-mounted and covert buried solutions that scale from hundreds of feet to hundreds of miles. FFT’s innovative patented technology reliably pinpoint the precise location of an intrusion and is deployed in some of the most hostile environments around the world.

GAI-Tronics, A Hubbell Company, manufactures products such as, RED ALERT® Emergency Telephones, Industrial Telephones, VoIP/WiFi Telephones, and Mass Notification Public Address systems. GAI-Tronics RED ALERT® Emergency Telephones are capable of Standard Telephone operation but can be configured for Self-Monitoring And Reporting Technology (SMART) operation when connected to our Telephone Management Application (TMA). Our Stanchion Broadcast Products and Addressable Amplified Speakers can be accessed from 600 Ohm, RF or VoIP/ WiFi network meeting virtually any application.

Garrett Metal Detectors  
(800)234-6151  
www.garrett.com  
Garrett Metal Detectors is the global leader of walk-through, hand-held and ground search metal detection products and training for security and law enforcement applications. From the Olympic Games to U.S. and international airports, Garrett has the proven knowledge, experience, and reliable products to meet your security needs.

Genetec  
(514)332-4000  
www.genetec.com  
Genetec is a pioneer in the physical security and public safety industry and a global provider of world-class class IP license plate recognition (LPR), video surveillance and access control solutions. With sales offices and partnerships around the world, Genetec caters to markets such as transportation, education, retail, gaming, and government.

Guardsmark LLC  
(212)765-8226  
www.guardsmark.com  
Guardsmark provides uniformed security officers, background screening, undercover in-
vestigations, consulting services, risk assess-
ments, technical security, countermeasures
services and executive protection services.

**HID GLOBAL**
(800)237-7769
www.hidglobal.com

HID Global is the trusted source for secure
identity solutions for millions of customers
around the world. Recognized for robust
quality, innovative designs and industry lead-
ership, HID Global is the supplier of choice for
OEMs, system integrators and application de-
velopers serving a variety of markets. These
markets include physical and logical access
control, including strong authentication and
credential management; card printing and
personalization; visitor management systems;
highly secure government and citizen ID;
and identification RFID technologies used in
animal ID and industry and logistics applica-
tions.

**Honeywell**
(800)467-4587
www.honeywell.com/security

Honeywell Security is a world-leading man-
ufacturer of security solutions for residential
and commercial applications, with products
that protect millions of homes, businesses
government facilities across the globe.
We are a leader in intrusion, structured
wiring and cabling, wireless, multiplex and
integration-ready technologies that include
alarm communications, remote services,
home automation, video surveillance and
access control. Honeywell is a company
with the commitment, technology, and
the resources to provide the best security
solutions.

**Interlogix**
(855)286-8889
www.interlogix.com

Continuing the legacy of some of the
most recognized names in security, Inter-
logix affirms a long-standing commitment
to market-leading brands. As a convenient
one-source provider for channel partners,
our ongoing goal is to provide reliable and
intuitive products that meet existing and
future security needs. Interlogix is part of
UTC Climate Controls & Security. UTC
Climate, Controls & Security is the leading
provider of heating, air conditioning and
refrigeration systems, building controls
and automation, and fire and security
solutions. UTC Climate, Controls & Secu-
ritv is a unit of United Technologies Corp.
(NYSE: UTX), a leading provider to the
aerospace and building systems industries
worldwide.

**IQinVision**
(949)369-8100
www.iqeye.com

A world leader in IP network camera products
since 1998, IQinVision is renowned for image
quality, stability, and reliability in the harshest
environments. ONVIF and PSIA compliant,
IQeye cameras are integrated with all leading
Network Video Recorders (NVRs), and are
backed by the most comprehensive warranty
program in the industry.

**Johnson Controls**
(414)524-4500
www.johnsoncontrols.com/security

Johnson Controls delivers products, services
and solutions that protect people, secure
assets and lower operating costs. We work
with clients and suppliers around the world
to design and implement solutions that deliver
simplicity of operation, enhanced effective-
ness and cost-effective protection. Operating
from 697 branch offices in 152 countries, we
provide customers with the peace of mind
that allows them to focus on their own busi-
ness goals.

**JVC Professional Products Co.**
(973)317-5000
projvc.com/prof/main.jsp

JVC Professional Products Company, lo-
cated in Wayne, New Jersey, is a division of
JVC Americas Corp., a wholly-owned sub-
sidiary of JVC Kenwood Corporation, and a
leading supplier of IP network and analog
security cameras and monitors for the video
security industry. Its V.Networks product
line of has earned a solid reputation for
quality and reliability, and provides superior
picture quality for thousands of installations
worldwide.

**Lockmasters Inc**
(800)654-0637
www.lockmasters.com

Lockmasters, Inc. is a third generation
family owned company that has educated
security professionals as well as distributed
and manufactured locks, tools and supplies
for the security industry since 1955.
Lockmasters & Lockmasters Security Institute
continues to service & instruct automotive,
locksmith, government & safe technicians.
We also specialize in high security door
programs as well as our own high security,
life safety exit device, the LKM7000 Lock
Series.

**March Networks**
(613)591-8181
www.marchnetworks.com

March Networks’ is a leading provider of
intelligent IP video solutions. For more than
a decade, the company has helped some of
the world’s largest organizations transition from
traditional CCTV to advanced surveillance
technologies used for security, loss prevention
and operational efficiency. Its browser-based
Command VMS software enables complete
system control, and is complemented by a
comprehensive portfolio of HD IP cameras,
coder, analytics, hybrid recorders and
managed services.

**MBM Corporation**
(843)552-2700
www.mbmcorp.com

Using an outside shredding service is a
needless and expensive security risk. In-
dustrial quality Destroyit’ paper shredders
from MBM Corporation provide the absolute
peace of mind that comes from knowing
your confidential data won’t fall into the
wrong hands. MBM offers more than 40
models to meet any security need and all are
equipped with industry-leading safety
features. Precision-engineered in Germany
for years of reliability, the cutting heads are
warranted for life.

**Meridian Technologies**
(516)285-1000
www.meridian-tech.com

Single or multiple Video channels with
Pan, Tilt and Zoom functions utilizing
only a single fiber. Meridian’s products are
used in conjunction with access control
systems to monitor perimeter intrusion
detection, access control, alarm
points or biometrics using fiber as a back-
bone. Laser-based systems are used for
transmission of signals. In support of the
Homeland Security initiative program, Me-
ridian is an active member of the GSA task
force with its products on the official GSA
schedule and provides fiber optic trans-
mission equipment for citywide networks
for CCTV and surveillance applications.

**Mobotix Corporation**
(212)885-6125
www.mobotix.com

MOBOTIX AG is a German software company
with in-house hardware development for digi-
tal, high-resolution and network-based video
security solutions. The company focuses on
the development of user-friendly, complete
system solutions from a single provider.
MOBOTIX is known as the leading pioneer in
network camera technology.

**MorphoTrak**
(800)601-6790
www.morphotrax.com

Morpho is the most trusted provider of
biometrics for access control and time
and attendance with unrivalled perform-
ance in more industries and tougher
environments than any other reader.
Morpho Biometric technology, rated #1
by NIST, manages more than 3 billion
fingerprints worldwide and performs
countless matching operations daily;
leading to the world’s most refined,
tested and trusted algorithms. Morpho
biometric readers support FIPS 201
Standards: PIV, PIV I, PIV C, CAC End-
point, and TWIC Cards.

**NAPCO Security Technologies, Inc.**
(800)645-9445
www.napcosecurity.com
Napco Security Technologies, Inc. products are precision manufactured to exceed industry standards, to be long lived and feature the lowest total cost of ownership. The company includes some of the industry’s best-known brands: Napco Security, Continental Access, Alarm Lock and Marks USA, and their security solutions, CardAccess enterprise-class access systems; Trilogy standalone & wireless networked access locks; Marks’br>architectural, commercial & institutional locksets, including LocDown’ Classroom Locksets & LifeSaver’ Door Hardware.

Panasonic
(877)527-8443
www.panasonic.com/security
Panasonic is an industry leader known for its video imaging expertise and innovative technology, marking nearly a dozen industry firsts. With a comprehensive line of intelligent analog, hybrid, and IP video surveillance solutions, Panasonic’s performance, quality and reliability deliver all the security you need.

PELCO
(559)292-1981
www.pelco.com
Pelco by Schneider Electric is a world leader in the design, development, and manufacture of video security systems ideal for any industry. Pelco produces the security industry’s most respected offering of discreet security camera domes and enclosures, video matrix systems, virtual matrix, video management software, next-generation DVRs/NVRs, full HD LCD displays, and HD megapixel cameras, IP cameras, and other IP/IT solutions.

PPM 2000, Inc.
(780)448-0616
www.ppm2000.com
When you think ‘Incident Management’ think PPM. For over twenty-five years, PPM has helped organizations meet their risk, performance and intelligence objectives with incident management software that leverages technology and process for a powerful knowledge base. Perspective by PPM is an end-to-end solution for responding to, reporting on and analyzing security events from dispatches to accidents, incidents to investigations. Respond, Document, Investigate and PREVENT with Perspective by PPM.

PPI PPM 2000, Inc.
(780)448-0616
www.ppm2000.com

Featuring enterprise-level scalability and PSIM integration.

Prosegur
(349)158-98-500
www.prosegur.com
Prosegur is one of the main companies in the private security sector world-wide. Formed by over 150,000 professionals, it is present in Europe, Latin America and Asia. Our Integral Security Solutions include guarding, electronic security systems and cash in transit. We aim every day to offer the best integrated and specialised security solutions to our clients: 26,000 corporate clients, 110,000 small and medium enterprises, and 250,000 households.

Protection1 Security Solutions
(630)410-0663
www.protection1.com
Protection 1 provides installation, service and monitoring of a wide variety of electronic security solutions. Our more than 2,500 employees in more than 65 locations across the U.S. have maintained an A+ Better Business Bureau Rating, and earned us the title of 2012 5DM Security Dealer of the Year.

Quantum Secure, Inc.
(408)453-1008
www.quantumsecure.com
Quantum Secure designs SAFE, the only proven technology in the physical security industry that unifies global physical identity, compliance and risk management. The SAFE Solution centrally manages all types of physical identities (employees, vendors, contractors, visitors); automates processes and policies for on-/off-boarding, physical access management; badging and managing visitor identities; automates physical security compliance and audit initiatives; and provides executive-level reporting and security analytics.

RedHawk Fire and Security
(877)387-0188
www.redhawkus.com
At Red Hawk Fire & Security, we install, test and inspect, integrate, service and monitor a comprehensive range of advanced technologies custom designed for your specific business needs. Our team of industry experts brings unmatched breadth of expertise and years of hands-on experience to every solution. Our broad portfolio of life safety and security solutions employs cutting-edge technologies, expert application, design and advanced systems integration. We bring to you the flexibility in providing custom solutions and deliver exactly what all business customers need, exactly when they need it.

S2 Security Corporation
(508)663-2500
www.s2sys.com
S2 Security Corporation is the leader in IP-based integrated physical security systems. Unique to the security industry, S2 products are network appliances that require only a web browser to use. S2 products offer cost-effective security for applications of any size, from small offices to scaled, multi-site global enterprises. S2 Security systems support access control, alarm monitoring, temperature monitoring, video surveillance and intercom.

SAINT Corporation
(800)596-2006
www.saintcorporation.com
SAINT Corporation offers award-winning security solutions including integrated vulnerability assessment, penetration testing, compliance, and configuration assessment. Examine your network with the vulnerability scanner, and expose where an attacker could breach your network. Go to a higher level of security with the penetration testing tool and exploit the vulnerability to prove its existence. SAINT is a Payment Card Industry approved scanning vendor and is SCAP validated by NIST.

Salto Systems, Inc.
(770)452-6091
www.salto.us
Salto Systems has developed a wide range of innovative products such as the SALTO Virtual Network and the XS4 access control platform for a wide range of customers. Substantial ongoing investment in research and development offers cutting edge of modern mechanical, electronic and software design. The company’s access control systems are found on over 1,300,000 doors, on more than 8,000 projects in over 80 countries.
Tyco Security Products and its leading

Tyco Security Products (858)694-0335
www.tycosecurityproducts.com
Tyco Security Products is a unified group of the most comprehensive world-leading premium access control, video, location-based tracking and intrusion solutions in the security industry. Our products, built by developers from all product disciplines, consistently allow customers to see more, do more, and save more across multiple industries and segments including healthcare, government, transportation, finance, retail, commercial and residential.

Video Insight, Inc. (713)621-9779
www.video-insight.com
Video Insight Company Description
Video Insight is a leading IP video surveillance management software used by 25,000 customers in the financial, government, retail, and transportation sectors with a very strong presence in the education market consisting of 4,500 K-12 schools and universities.

Video IQ is the leader in the application of intelligent analytics to video surveillance. We are the brains behind real-time video analysis systems that learn—so you know before bad things happen. Protect what matters to you anywhere, all the time with Video IQ.

Video Insight is an ideal piece of equipment to have with the ever growing demand for data protection!
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www.sentry360.com
Application driven multi-megapixel network cameras from 1.3 megapixels up to 14 megapixels. Sentry 360’s Less is More’ system architecture requires fewer cameras to purchase, install, record and review while delivering more forensic detail and situational awareness.

Siemens is a preferred partner for all your comfort, life safety, security and emergency management needs. We protect customers’ most valuable assets ensuring business continuity through integration of technology, operational excellence and long-term relationships. You can rely on us for standard and advanced solutions like access control, intrusion detection, video surveillance, mass notification and command and control.

Software House
(800)507 6268
www.swhouse.com
Tyco Security Products and its leading brands conducts business in over 177 countries around the world, in multiple languages and employs over 2,800 employees globally, including research and development, marketing, manufacturing, sales, service and logistics teams in the Americas, Europe, the Middle East, Africa, and Asia Pacific. Our products, built by developers from all product disciplines, consistently allow customers to see more, do more, and save more across multiple industries and segments including healthcare, government, transportation, finance, retail, commercial and residential. Worldwide, Tyco Security Products helps protect 42% of Fortune 500 companies, transportation systems on five continents, 57% of the world’s top 100 retailers, over two million commercial enterprises, thousands of students in more than 900 educational facilities, and over five million private residences.

Sony Electronics
(201)930-6757
www.sony.com/security
Sony Electronics produces a full line of professional security and surveillance products that set industry standards for image quality and performance. All products ‘including cameras and encoders ‘ are based on Sony’s advanced image sensors, which provide greater resolution at higher speeds than any other imaging technology.

SPEC Technologies (631)957-8700
www.specotech.com
Speco Technologies is the leading manufacturer of unique video surveillance and audio products for commercial and residential applications. For more than 50 years, Speco Technologies has been committed to creating advanced technology solutions such as Digital Deterrent, HDcctv over coax, IP megapixel cameras and remote access & control through handheld mobile devices. Today, we are the ONLY manufacturer of surveillance and audio products that help deter crime.

VideoIQ, Inc. (781)222-3069
www.videoiq.com
Imagine if video could see and think the way we do. VideoIQ’s patented technologies enable cameras to do just that. VideoIQ watches constantly and filters out 99.9% of the noise—focusing on the 0.1% of video events that you need to know about. VideoIQ is the leader in the application of intelligent analytics to video surveillance. We are the brains behind real-time video analysis systems that learn—so you know before bad things happen. Protect what matters to you anywhere, all the time with VideoIQ.

PRODUCT PROFILE

SHOWCASE

Allegheny's SHD3 Hard Drive Shredder is your total solution to fully destroying unwanted hard drives, cell phones, and other electronic storage devices. Built with Allegheny’s superior, proven technology, the SHD3 is powered by a 3 HP motor and high-torque drive train. This powerful shredder can destroy 10 to 12 hard drives a minute—that's up to 600 hard drives per hour. So whether you are a destruction service provider, Records and Information Management (RIM) Center, or an e-scrap recycler, Allegheny’s SHD3 Hard Drive Shredder is an ideal piece of equipment to have with the ever growing demand for data protection!

www.alleghenyshredders.com
(800)245-2497
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